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For my two greatest—and most wonderful—distractions in the world and
she who takes care of them.



Prologue
 
The morning felt brisk. Lai’Ping felt the cold in his joints; but, then again,

he always had trouble feeling warm nowadays. His joints were old, held
together by old muscles. His head, cleanly shaved, felt the soft morning
wind. His only facial hair was a long beard—pure, white, and flaxen. Long
ago, he had accepted his life now moved at a much slower pace than most of
the younger men in the monastery.

Looking out into the garden from his seat of meditation, he slowly drew in
his breath. The garden had a certain magical feel to it this in the day. The
sun’s first light just crept over the garden wall. Small drops of last night’s
rain sparkled in the light, as they lingered on the bamboo leaves at the far
side of the courtyard.

Behind the wall, the white tops of the impressive mountain range bathed in
the sun’s warm rays that slid further and further down the mountain slopes.
But the snow would not melt this early in spring. The forest’s inhabitants on
the mountain-side would soon wake up, birds already sang their songs to
greet the morning, while all kinds of scurrying animals began their busy
days.

The monastery had low, white walls on this side. On top of the walls, a
small, black roof mirrored the other roofing of the monastery. Instead of
running straight, they all curled upward at the end. Most were decorated
with small swirls and globes, which even Lai’Ping—at times—found too
much. In his long life, he had learned to keep things simple, without too
much distraction. It left the focus on the things in life that were more
important…like family. He felt his mind wander, thinking about how his
only granddaughter was doing. The faintest of smiles was seen, before he
gently pushed the thought out and emptied his head again, like the masters
before him had so often instructed…of course, now he was the master.

Never too old to learn.
Being located on the top of a high mountain slope, the back side of the

monastery had no need for high walls as the ground behind those walls
disappeared in a straight drop down about half the length of the mountain
itself. Because of this, the monastery had been designed in such a way that
the back courtyards and gardens were almost one with the panoramic view
of the high mountain ranges.



The largest part of the central building consisted of the great hall, in which
the monks would gather to meditate. Around it, there were dozens of little
corridors leading to smaller rooms. Some were used for more secluded
meditation sessions, others were the private living quarters of monks.
However, most lived in the main resident buildings on the far south side of
the monastery’s main courtyard. Wooden statues and images of grand
dragons decorated the walls and pillars of the meditation area. Often just the
head or the talon of these magnificent creatures was displayed; yet, at other
times, the entire dragon curled around a pillar, carved in full detail with
scales, legs and wings.

It seemed exaggerated to Lai’Ping, but it was their connection to the past.
It was said these mythical creatures once shared their wisdom with the
monks. He often meditated on the question of what had happened to make
them disappear over two centuries ago. Enlightenment had unfortunately
never been provided, as the question still remained unanswered after all
these years.

Behind the great hall were buildings where only the inner circle of grand
monks were allowed to venture. Called the Inner Sanctum, it housed the
Empire’s most sacred item—the relic which the monastery had the honor of
protecting for the past centuries.

A thick, wooden, double door blocked the entrance to this holy place.
Each door was so large and heavy it required four people to open it when
one needed to pass through it. The gateway displayed a magnificent carving
of two dragons that mirrored each other. Their front talons and noses
touched where the doors met. Despite the majestic feel of the carvings,
Lai’Ping always thought the dragons seemed to be joined together in an
awkward human-like courtship dance. Behind those doors was the long road
of scales—a hallway with a floor completely covered in the scales of
dragons of old, one for each dragon said to have helped make the monastery
possible. The road of scales had guards stationed in its hallways at all
times.

The main courtyard at the entrance of the monastery could easily hold a
thousand monks at once. It often did, as the monks all trained in the arts of
the dragon’s claw style of fighting. In comparison to the low walls
surrounding Lai’Ping’s private meditation garden, this main courtyard was
surrounded by massive walls, each many times taller than a man. These
giant walls held the main gate to the monastery, whose height rivaled the



size of the walls. Special mechanisms with ropes and multiple gears made it
possible to open such massive doors, as no man would have the power to
open them by hand.

Lai’Ping grabbed his leg to unfold himself, and slid to the side of his
meditation cushion. It had been a long time since he actively participated in
the morning exercises. Cautiously, he stood up, making sure his legs would
not give way under him. He vaguely heard the shouts and sounds of the
monks training in the main courtyard. He shuffled slowly toward his private
quarters, smiling softly at the joy that at least his hearing was not failing him
yet.

Approaching the steps to his own accommodations in the monastery, he
noticed one of the senior monks respectfully waiting for him. The senior
monk sat quietly on his knees next to the thin sliding wall-panel that led into
Lai’Ping’s high monk quarters.

Ah, To’Pal, he’ll make a fine grand monk of the inner circle one day.
Lai’Ping carefully moved up the steps toward the wooden walkway where

the senior monk was seated. As the high monk reached the walkway, the
senior monk bowed deeply to show his respect, and then slowly rose to his
feet.

“To’Pal, how are you this morning?”
“I’m fine, Master Wén. There will be much to do today,” said the senior

monk, as he produced a small scroll out of his sleeve. “Preparations for the
royal visit are now fully underway.”

The royal visit normally came paired with thousands of common people
traveling to the monastery to attend the ceremonial festivities. People
brought rice and dried fruit from the year’s harvests as small offerings,
prayed for a plentiful harvest season the next year and shared their
abundance with dead relatives and friends to honor them. The monastery
had to be in perfect shape before the Emperor arrived and walked through
those large, main gates.

Every year the Emperor, accompanied by his wife, two sons and daughter,
attended the sacred ceremony led by Lai’Ping. Thankfully, the top position
of high monk was supported by the inner circle of grand monks, sixty-four in
total. During the private ceremony, the Emperor prayed in the Inner
Sanctum. He asked the sacred item stored there for its blessing and for its
continued protection of the Tiankong Empire, like it had done for almost two
hundred years now.



The Emperor’s visit was a little less than a month away now, just before
the expected first snow. Lai’Ping looked at the small scroll in his hands, no
doubt filled with the challenges of today which needed to be solved. But, as
his fingers fiddled to open it, a loud crash and a rumble shook throughout the
monastery.

Both men looked up in the direction of the main courtyard. Smoke was
coming from behind the roof of his private chambers. Judging from the
distance, it seemed to be near the main gate.

Shouts filled the air, and Lai’Ping heard people running on the wooden
boardwalks around the buildings toward the main courtyard. He looked at
the senior monk, silently hoping it was not a very bad accident, when he
clearly heard heavy hoof-beats, nervous neighing horses and shouting war
cries coming from the other side of the building. This was no accident…they
were under attack!

“The Sanctum!”
Moving as fast as his old legs could carry him, Lai’Ping moved through

multiple hallways, headed for the main hall. He had to get to the Inner
Sanctum as quickly as possible. Smoke filled the small corridors. The walls
were built of a thin, papery material which meant any fire would spread
very swiftly. Lai’Ping kept his sleeve to his mouth and took a left turn with
the senior monk hot on his heels. Behind him a heavy crash drew his
attention. He saw one of the younger monks fly through a wall-panel. A
massive black horse followed directly in his wake, driven by a black
armored figure holding a thick spear. It happened in the blink of an eye; the
horse crashed at full speed through the walls, like they were nothing but air.

As they continued on their way, they neared the end of the corridor which
led to the main hall. Both men emerged close to the sanctuary doors.
Lai’Ping heard more shouts coming from the main courtyard. Monks ran past
with buckets of water, while others carried bladed staffs—the foundation of
many of the dragon’s claw fighting techniques.

Lai’Ping and To’Pal, both heavily panting, exited the corridor bringing the
main hall into full view. The smoke was less dense here, mainly because of
the high ceiling. What the clear air revealed was a massacre and
devastation. Dozens of monks lay dead, spread across the main hall. Some
were pinned against the wall pierced by spears, while others just lay face
down—or with heads twisted—on the floor in puddles of blood. The
illustrations on the walls had smeared blood all over them, and a number of



dragon statues were overturned, their pieces scattered across the ground.
Lai’Ping slowly walked around one of the main support pillars to get to

the sanctum doors. As he did, a tall soldier in black armor came into view.
The soldier stood in front of the sanctum doors, looking at them in deep
thought.

These soldiers were clearly not from the Empire, their faces were too long
and their eyes were too round. Their skin was so pale, it looked like they
had never seen sun in this lifetime. So Lai’Ping spoke in the only foreign
language that he knew, that of the mid-kingdom laying to the east.

“What is the meaning of this?”
The soldier slowly turned toward him and To’Pal and regarded them in

silence. Lai’Ping met the soldier’s eyes as they calmly looked at him. The
outsider started moving toward them.

“What are you doing here? Outsiders are not allowed to enter the Empire
and these sacred grounds. You must leave at once!” said Lai’Ping sternly…
but the man in front of them acted as if he heard nothing.

The soldier’s eyes remained locked on the high monk as he approached
them at a slow pace. The man’s armor looked to be mostly leather with
some metal parts which had both been colored black. A cross of four
diamond-shaped icons were displayed on his left chest piece. The cape that
hung from his shoulders slowly waved in the air as he walked toward them.

“Please step back, Master Wén,” said To’Pal, politely.
Lai’Ping noticed the senior monk move sideways in order to step in front

of, and to shield him from, this unknown threat. He held up his hand to stop
the senior monk from moving.

“No, the monastery is my responsibility…”
Lai’Ping had no intention of letting anyone else speak for him. The monks

were under his protection, even the more experienced senior monks. He
tried to get a feel for the soldier moving toward them; although many lay
dead in the main hall, Lai’Ping did not feel any murderous intent coming
from this particular individual.

The soldier, now only a few feet away, still had not uttered a word.
Lai’Ping tried one more time.

“Why have you come here?”
The unknown soldier stopped a step short of them.
“My good sir! Why…we’ve come for your most sacred treasure,” said the

grinning man.



It was not the completely unnerving friendliness of the soldier’s tone that
surprised Lai’Ping and the senior monk behind him, but the fact that the
words were spoken to them in their own local language.

Lai’Ping looked into the cold, blue eyes of the soldier, slightly confused
by hearing words spoken in his mother tongue with a thick foreign accent—a
language no foreigner should have been able to learn, as teaching
Tiankonese to outsiders was forbidden. An unexpected, sharp pain in his
belly made him look down; he saw the heft of a knife sticking out of his
side. He had not even seen the soldier move.

When did he take a knife in his hand?
He looked at his fingers, colored red with his blood. The senior monk

jumped forward and lunged at the soldier’s throat with a high-speed thrust.
Lai’Ping knew the movement well, it was one of the more dangerous

dragon’s claw techniques, designed to hit and grab an enemy’s throat and
tear out the larynx with one, quick motion. But the outsider reacted with
lightning speed. He deflected the monk’s attack to the side. Immediately, the
soldier’s arm came back in full swing. An armored backhand crashed into
To’Pal’s temple. The impact had such force that the monk slammed
sideways against the pillar. Lai’Ping knew the monk would not get up
anymore…the position of his head clearly showed his broken neck.

Turning around, the soldier pulled out the knife and walked back to the
sanctum doors. Lai’Ping felt the strength drain from his legs. Slumping to the
ground, he held one hand on his wound, trying to stop the bleeding. He felt
his warm blood seeping through his robe. His other hand tried desperately
to support his body and to prevent it from collapsing onto the floor.

The sacred relic…it must be secured! The doors will delay them. It
should be enough time for them to get away. They have to get away…the
safety of the Empire relies on it!

Lai’Ping felt colder than he had ever felt before. No longer having the
strength to support his body, he slowly lay down on the floor against his
own will. His gaze stared at the sanctum doors. He implored them to stay
closed.

Suddenly, the soldier gave a shrill whistle toward the main courtyard.
As he grew colder, Lai’Ping felt his body get heavier. He noticed his heart

rate slowed down in his throat. His vision blurred, but he refused to let the
Inner Sanctum doors out of his sight. He heard his heartbeat grow louder.
The sound was so heavy, he swore he felt the floor vibrate with each thump.



Every beat grew louder and made the ground shake harder.
As the last light faded from his vision, Lai’Ping’s eyes spread wide from

what they saw. Two shadows, twice the size of a man, stomped past him
toward the sanctum doors. Their heavy steps shook the floor in unison with
his own heartbeats. His vision faded. The image of the outsider, pointing
toward the heavy sanctum doors, and those colossal shadows, following the
command, disappeared into darkness.

What kind of inhuman abominations are those things…?
Lai’Ping’s bones felt so very heavy and his muscles felt so very tired. The

image of a girl’s face floated into his mind. The warmth of love flowed
through his cold body.

I wonder how she’s doing…I hope she’ll be okay.
His hearing was the last of his senses to finally give out. Those same ears

had made him smile that very morning. Those same ears had delighted him
with the morning sounds of the monastery—the monks training so far away,
the soft wind rustling around the garden, the calls of birds waking up to the
sunlight. Each wonderful sound had reached his ears during his meditation.
But these new sounds were the unwelcome, loud cracks of thick wood
splitting apart. They forcefully invaded his hearing as he felt his life slip
away. And as his heart gave its final beat and the world disappeared into
nothingness, Master Wén realized—to his horror—the sanctum doors had
not merely been opened…they had simply been shattered by a single punch.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 1
Wait

 
Raylan felt his legs cramping up. He wondered how long they had been

waiting in this cold. He saw his own breath in front of him as he forced his
jaw to stay still. He peered around the rock that hid him in its shadow.
Nearby, the dark leather armor of his squad mates shimmered wet from the
rain. Whenever the moonlight broke through the clouds, everyone kept their
swords close. Otherwise, the moonlight surely reflected on the smooth steel,
if any of them swayed outside of the shadows. They had to be careful not to
lose the element of surprise; their success depended on it. Raylan’s own
sword was loosely in his hand, until the time arrived to act.

His fingers felt the familiar touch of the sword’s hilt, its leather worn
down by the hours and hours of training. The blade was straight, wide near
the hilt, and it narrowed into a broad tip at the end. It was rather on the short
side, but it was forged sturdy and well balanced. Designed to be handled in
speed, the weight of the thick blade gave it extra impact, while the edge
guaranteed it would cut through unprotected flesh easily.

Back home, he had seen some amazing swords being forged with sparkling
stones and intricate engravings, none of which you would find on this one. It
was not a piece for display, nor a work of art, just a very effective tool,
efficiently designed and made for its intended purpose…to cut…and to kill.

His leather armor complemented the speedy aspect of the sword,
providing enough freedom to travel light and to move around quickly, while
still offering some protection from attacks. Breastplate, shoulder pads and



protection for both upper and lower parts of each arm were present. A
number of leather flaps around the waist and pads on the upper leg gave
freedom of movement while protecting vital blood vessels in the legs. The
feet were protected by a pair of high, leather boots. They were flexible and
improved his footing, but they provided little protection from the cold
weather if they were soaking wet…as was the case now.

Although very familiar with the sword, Raylan disliked using it. He
preferred to avoid confrontation rather than to seek it out. In fact, he would
rather not be there at all, in the rain and the cold. Unfortunately, he had been
one of the best sword fighters during training, which made him of interest to
the high commander. In the end, it earned him a spot on this special
reconnaissance squad—a group under command of his older brother, Gavin
—to make matters worse.

His heart raced as he shifted his weight nervously. It would be his first
real combat experience, something he did not look forward to. There was
little choice though, as not participating in the attack would have severe
consequences and might even brand him a deserter—or worse, a traitor. Of
course, it was exciting, in a way; it was not that he was scared, he told
himself, and he loved to travel…to see the world, but why did they have to
drag him to this cold and dark land?

He sighed and located his brother. Gavin crouched on higher ground about
ninety feet from Raylan’s position. As their leader, his brother chose his
position wisely. The high spot allowed him to check up on the enemy camp
they were approaching. They all waited for the right moment to spring into
action.

While he stretched his fingers, Raylan wondered what Gavin was waiting
for. The cold, night air made his fingers go numb; he had to make sure they
would not lose their grip on his sword when it was needed the most. His fur
coat would have been a welcomed layer of warmth against the freezing
night; but the coat was too bulky for combat, as they needed stealth and
speed for the surprise attack…so he was ordered to leave it behind. The
only clothes keeping him warm now, was a thin fabric with his armor on top
of that.

As Raylan considered his older brother, he felt a mixture of annoyance and
pride. Growing up, they had not always seen eye to eye on things; but Gavin
was an exceptional squad leader, making well-weighted decisions in the
field and avoiding unnecessary risks. Gavin, being three years older than



Raylan, joined the armed forces years before him, at the age of sixteen. It
was a career choice for Gavin to serve, aiming to join the royal honor guard
of the king. That was eight years ago, but circumstances were very different
now.

 
 
Aeterra, also called the midlands, covered a big part of the central

continent. Its western territory border started at the oceanic waters of the
Great Western Divide, then spanned across the continent until it reached the
waters of the equally impressive Great Eastern Divide. It could easily take
a horse at full speed three to four weeks to travel from coast to coast, but it
would have to travel from first light till sundown. Freight wagons or
caravans, on the other hand, took months.

Communications in such large regions was always a challenge. Over the
decades, the kingdom created an extensive network of special inns where
messengers replaced tired horses with well-rested ones. But the most
important messages were either sent by pigeons or via a special breed of
raven or falcon.

There were about two dozen medium-to-large cities spread across the
kingdom and thousands of smaller settlements, strongholds and villages
scattered in between those large nerve centers. The main capital, Shid'el,
was amongst the oldest of the larger cities, and was situated a week’s travel
from the western coast toward the center of the kingdom. It was there that
both brothers grew up.

Sons of a blacksmith and his wife, they lost their mother at a young age.
Raylan barely remembered his mother during the day, but sometimes her
face floated up from memories held deep down in a hot summer night's
dream. He was grateful for those moments, but at the same time, he had
difficulties shaking the feeling of loss and deep sadness when he woke up.

Being older when it happened, Gavin took the death of their mother much
harder. It resulted in a lot of anger that Gavin could not direct at anything.
He was often the center of small trouble. Trying to keep both his sons out of
trouble, their father was very strict and made them help out in the workshop
daily. It meant both boys got to know tools and weaponry from a very young
age, especially since Gavin and Raylan practiced with swords together, in
secrecy, when their father went away on a delivery.

As he grew older, Gavin's anger slowly transformed into a strong urge to



protect—he protected his younger brother from bullies, his father from
angry customers, even the workshop’s cat from street dogs. The feeling
evolved into a sense of duty to protect those things which inspired him and
that he loved. Eventually, it was this sense of duty that drove him to protect
the stability of his homeland…so he aimed to join the royal guard.

Lately, Raylan often thought back to those days that he had spent close to
his brother, to the many times that his brother had challenged him and both
had become so familiar with the sword. Handling a sword had come more
natural to Raylan, but Gavin always had the advantage of power, being the
oldest. And like most brothers, their swordplay had been fierce, at times…
and they both had the scars to prove it.

Aeterra had been prospering for almost a century now, which was when
the last Great War ended. Because of its history, Aeterra’s geographical
location was not the only reason it was called the midlands. The center of
the kingdom was seen as the place where the Great War ended. It was there
that the noble families finally established a truce and began working
together. The newly formed great kingdom was able to look outward more,
instead of being plagued by internal conflicts. It succeeded in setting up
prospering trade agreements with its neighbors for generations to come,
agreements which in turn brought the people a very welcome stability on the
entire mid-continent, allowing settlements to flourish for decades.
While Gavin turned his attention toward joining the royal guard, Raylan’s
road was very different. For a number of years now, he served on sailing
vessels, much to his enjoyment. At the time, he needed to get away from his
brother, who was constantly pushing him to join the army as well. But
Raylan, who preferred the movement of the sea and the freedom of the wind
over being stuck in a workshop in a crowded city doing mundane chores—
or being drilled and grounded into a soldier—took off in the middle of the
night. And for a few years, he escaped the life he had dreaded so much.

He left the workshop, traveling down the western mountain road to
Naustile, the closest shipping port to Shid’el. To the west of the Aeterran
kingdom laid a number of bigger islands groups and, far beyond that, the
two large parts of the western continent. Raylan quickly learned its informal
name from other sailors—the Broken Tooth continent.

The northern piece of the Broken Tooth was home to the always
mysterious Tiankong Empire. Although they were one of Aeterra's greatest
trade partners, the Tiankong Empire actively ward off travelers from their



land. They only traded on one of the larger Arosh’ad islands, halfway
between the two main continents. Surrounded by a large outer archipelago,
it was dead smack in the middle of the Great Western Divide. The many tiny
isles had a tropical beauty to them; but, unfortunately, they were also ideal
for harboring pirates and other lowlifes preying on the trading vessels.

Since the Empire was so closed off, little more than rumors were known
about their region. Most merchants did not care much for it, as the goods
they traded in—like silk, spices and gems—were always of the finest
quality. The fear of losing such a valuable trading partner held back most
merchants from satisfying their curiosity about the Empire’s mainland.

Raylan felt his mind soar on the touch of those fond memories of sailing
the oceans: manning the sails, learning to use the wind to their advantage,
balancing on—and climbing up—the ropes. He enjoyed the physical
connection with the ship, while at the same time, he absorbed the feeling of
freedom and took on the challenge of mastering the winds. During those
years, the wind earned Raylan's respect—as such a powerful but unseen
force of nature.

Once, the ship Raylan served on at that time was caught in an immense
storm. He had never seen anything like it before, dark clouds rolled in from
both port and starboard sides at a crushing speed. Within moments, the sea
turned into a rough landscape of mountains that rose and fell by the will of
Mother Nature. Lightning crackled along with the waves, and the thunder
crashed so loud it was difficult to understand the first mate screaming at him
no more than four yards from where he held a firm grip on the ship's railing.

They only survived by the wits and experience of their captain. The man
steered the ship like a mad pirate. Instead of fighting the waves, he rode
them like a dancer moves through a room. It took three and a half days of
battling the forces of nature, after which the first rays of sun finally lightened
their hearts and gave them their well-deserved rest. They smiled, and then
laughed, glad all of the crew survived. And although, unfortunately, most of
their precious cargo was lost, the captain did not hesitate to open an extra
bottle of rum, or two, to celebrate their victory.

 
 
Raylan looked at his right arm where a memento from the storm ran under

his armor. Halfway through the second day, he had tried to secure a sailing
rope while he was completely exhausted. The rope had wrapped itself



around his lower arm when the boat slammed into an oncoming wave. The
impact yanked the rope from his hands, causing it to burn across his skin. He
had been lucky not to lose the arm completely. The burn mark had never
properly healed and left a scar that flowed around his arm, almost like a
snaking whirlwind. It had been his constant reminder to respect and never
underestimate the power of the wind.

Those times now seemed like a lifetime ago. His life at sea changed, when
two years ago, rumors started to spread across the kingdom about outposts
far into the northern wilderness region losing contact with the kingdom.
People whispered that death was creeping in from the eastern land,
Doskova.

The eastern continent was a harsh and wild land. The terrain was filled
with dark forests that were home to savage tribes of hunters and scavengers.
Not many tried their luck in those lands, even fewer returned. With hearsay
and uncertainties, unrest grew. To ease the people’s hearts and minds, the
current king of Aeterra, Quinnan the Third, sent out messengers and scouts
to confirm any of the rumors, but none returned.

Upon his last return to port, Raylan was drafted, like many other boys and
men. The king, on advice of the council, decided not to take any chances. He
rallied an army for an unknown enemy and prepared for a possible attack.
The borders were strengthened and the cities were prepared, in case
Aeterra needed to defend itself from assault…but the attack never came.

Slowly, the army was disbanded, and life returned to its normal pace.
During that time, Raylan only had a few more weeks of service left in the
army, before he could return to his beloved oceans.

Then, four months ago, a mysterious woman arrived by sea to the king’s
court, introducing herself as Xi’Lao, a messenger from the Tiankong
Empire. She was on official assignment from the royal court to speak to the
king of Aeterra. The briefing went on for half a day behind closed doors; but
once done, things moved very quickly.

The royal family of the Tiankong Empire officially requested aid in
tracking down and reclaiming an item of great importance to the Empire. An
attack force of unknown origin infiltrated from the northeast, somehow
surviving the barren region of the White North, leaving devastation in its
wake. While a large force drew the attention of the army, a much smaller
force moved quickly and looted one of their most sacred monasteries,
claiming the item the Empire now desperately sought to retrieve.



Little information was provided by Xi’Lao, but the political importance of
the request was not wasted on the king and the council. A special
reconnaissance squad was formed, consisting of a selection of high quality
fighters and trackers. The mission—to find the stolen item and retrieve it. If
retrieval was impossible, they were to follow the item and relay as much
information as possible about its whereabouts and the force that took it.

Gavin received the honor of leading the squad. The high commander
believed they would need Gavin’s resourcefulness, strategic planning, as
well as the respect the men had for him in the command position. Raylan's
sword skills landed him a spot in the squad, to which Gavin instantly
objected. It was guaranteed to be a very dangerous mission, and he
preferred his kid brother stayed home where it was safer. But the high
commander said they would need the fighting skill of men he could trust. So
who better to have that close than family? Raylan knew a few of his squad
mates, but most were more experienced veterans, serving in the army long
before the rumors began.

Their group counted twelve men total, including Raylan and Gavin. Gavin,
the squad leader, was responsible for taking command on the assignment.
Two men named Ca’lek and Stephen went along for scouting and tracking.
Raylan was part of the fighting team alongside Richard, Harwin and Regis.
Both Richard and Harwin saw plenty of combat and had the scars to prove
it. They were considered veterans with excellent records. Harwin was, by
far, the oldest of the group; his extensive experience in battles would be
useful in unknown territory. Richard acted as Gavin’s second in command,
while Regis was a younger man who excelled with the sword, much like
Raylan.

The heavy hitter of the team was Galen, a gigantic man with a neck as
thick as a tree log. Peadar, who was a bit younger than Raylan, went along
as the bird handler. Although he was not that great at fighting, he possessed
a lot of knowledge about the animals living in this world. Some would say
he had a gift for working with them, especially birds. He was responsible
for keeping the pigeons healthy so that messages could be sent back on the
progress of the mission. Then, there were the archers Kevhin and Rohan,
both very skilled and among the best in the army. Having grown up in the
northern regions of the kingdom, they could easily hit moving targets three
hundred and fifty feet away with scary accuracy, given either a longbow or a
crossbow. The final addition to the squad was Xi’Lao, who carried with her



the information of the last known location of the armed force, the estimated
speed of their travel, as well as the suspected direction of said travels. And,
perhaps most importantly, she knew what item they were looking for. Once
the item was located and retrieved, Xi’Lao would safeguard it until it was
safely delivered back into the hands of the Tiankong Empire.

 
 
Wiping his forehead, Raylan looked to his left and saw Xi’Lao prepare

herself for the attack. Her dark brown eyes scanned the many small knives
on her belt, while her hands assured none of them would easily drop out or
get stuck when needed. Brown eyes suited her well; slightly narrowed, they
gave her a sensual look. While her hair was long, black and straight, it
almost had a blue shine over it in the moonlight. For the occasion, it was
now tightly tied together in a knot. She was quite small and of a slender
build. Her movements were uncommonly reserved, she truly had a foreign
way about her. Raylan wondered how such a refined woman could be
expected to undergo such a dangerous journey and fight beside them during
this mission. Her hands, however, seemed to tell a different story. More than
once, Raylan was amazed by the speed she displayed in handling her knives
—while preparing the catch of the day, hunting a rabbit, or doing some other
small chore.

He attempted to talk to her during their hastened journey north, trying to
find out what this mysterious item was that they were going after. But she
provided little information, her answers were always polite but short. She
mainly spoke to Gavin, he being the one in command, and even then, only
about the pursuit they were giving.

Raindrops stung in his eyes, his dark brown hair stuck to his head, and he
believed there was no piece of dry clothing left on his body. The rain fell
for weeks, ever since they crossed the northern border into the wild forests.
The clouds only gave way to a tempered sun every couple of days, which
was not unusual this far north.

They used the messenger inns to travel as quickly as possible to Aeterra's
most northern stronghold in the woods, Forsiquar. Xi’Lao disappeared
during the night. When she returned, she and Gavin spoke at length about
their way into the wilderness. They refreshed their horses one last time,
before heading out northeast the next morning.

They slowed their pace to spare the horses, but rode for long hours every



day to make sure they could catch up with the armed force they were
pursuing. It took them two months since leaving Shid’el to move deep into
the northeastern region, while time was moving against them.

As the squad approached the region of the White North, the weather
became colder and the rains more unpleasant. Raylan and the others had
heard about the wet northern regions, but the discomfort still took most of
the men by surprise. Their fur coats protected them from much of the cold,
but often remained soaking wet for days from the constant rain. The
harshness of the environment made traveling and tracking very difficult and
tiresome.

After two and a half months of traveling, the men grew restless and angry
from the constant rain and cold, uncomfortable nights. Xi’Lao expressed her
concerns to Gavin that the retreating force might have moved more quickly
than anticipated. They could have missed them by days, weeks even, and
there was a good possibility that perhaps the rain washed away any tracks
already.

Morale in the group plummeted and quarrels between the men erupted on a
regular base as everyone felt the pressure. It was hard for Gavin to keep
control of the squad. And although Raylan backed his brother in all of the
arguments between the men, he was grateful for every time they found an
empty cave, allowing them to avoid the rain and to build some sort of fire to
keep themselves warm in their sleep.

Their supplies ran out faster than expected. In the beginning, they were
able to hunt to spare most of their rations; but now that the temperature
dropped, the game became scarcer. It meant they would soon have to turn
back or divert from their pursuit to find bigger wildlife to hunt. They would
have to move south, away from the White North toward warmer regions; but
this would also mean moving away from their primary pursuit.

Gavin was about to declare the mission a failure and change directions to
a friendlier climate, when they came across a fresh trail of a reasonable size
group of travelers. Stephen and Ca’lek were immediately sent out to scout.
They confirmed there was a group of armed men transporting a large chest
in one of multiple wagons. The chest was difficult to spot in the wagon, but
as luck would have it, the wind blew up the cotton rags of the wagon long
enough to spot it. The chest they saw had the same fine red wood with a
gold colored metal frame that witnesses described as being taken away
during the raid of the temple. The soldiers looked worse for wear, having



clearly been on the road under harsh conditions for a long time. Their
numbers were less than expected in comparison to the report one of the
monks sent in after the ransacking of the sacred temple. Both scouts assumed
that a lot of the soldiers had died of starvation, or from the cold, during the
travels so close to the White North. It was a hazardous road to take, after
all. Still, the group counted about three times their number, estimating a total
of at least thirty soldiers and fifteen horses.

Gavin was happy to see that now that they discovered their target, the
squad's morale quickly recovered…the men finally had a more direct task to
focus on. They tracked the soldiers and chest for three days. They observed
the harsh hierarchy in the group. These were hardened men who did not
flinch at the thought of using violence. The first night, the scouts even came
back with the story that they killed one of their own men over a scrap of
food.

It became apparent that they could not make a mistake with these killers.
So they followed them until the opportunity arose to strike. The group of
enemy soldiers made camp on top of a low hill. It provided a sheltered
place surrounded by rocks and a relatively deep cave in a small rock
formation. Here, the weary men could take shelter from the weather. While
the site provided an excellent view of the surroundings during the day, it
was the cloud-filled sky and rainy night that gave the Aeterran squad their
first real opportunity to sneak up and attack the camped force. If their squad
had any wish of retrieving the item, they had to take this shot now.

Gavin set out a plan of attack. They would slowly move closer, as the dark
night pulled over the land, and wait for the opportunity to strike. It took them
most of the night to get from the nearest tree line to the camp’s edge, using
low brushes and rocks as cover from the guards’ eyes. The soldiers did not
seem to expect much trouble, or perhaps the group simply lacked discipline
after months of traveling under harsh conditions—as only three men were on
watch duty.

It looked to Raylan as though they felt comfortable no one would come so
far northeast, which probably meant they knew the area, or at least had been
there before. Once in position, Gavin would give the signal of attack toward
the hour of dawn, a time when the guards on watch would be least alert and
most of the enemy camp would be fast asleep.

Raylan shifted his weight and, once again, wiped the water from his eyes.
Movement coming from Gavin’s direction drew his attention. He caught



Gavin’s eyes as he saw his brother do a quick check around the group to see
if everyone was ready. Finally, the wait was over. Raylan did not look
forward to what was about to come, but somehow the waiting was worse.
Satisfied by what he saw, Gavin gave the hand signal to begin the attack.
Instantly, Raylan’s heart rate increased, his nerves gave way to the
adrenaline that started to pump through his body. Following the plan, he
waited five counts, during which the world seemed to slow down for his
senses, then he began to move…



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 2
Attack

 
One-one-hundred, two-one-hundred…from the corner of his eye, Raylan

saw Kevhin and Rohan stand up, position a heavy crossbow to their
shoulders and pull their triggers. He heard the faint swishing zoink of both
strings releasing, and soon after, the thud of the thick cross bolts hitting their
targets. One bolt hit the first guard in his left eye and another pierced the
second guard in his heart, straight through his armor. Raylan was already
moving before both bodies hit the ground.

Kicking out his legs to go straight into a charged run, he moved along the
right side of the rock he had taken cover behind. He saw Gavin—who had
snuck up behind the third lookout—cover the guard’s mouth with his left
hand and slit the man’s throat with a dagger. Raylan felt a knot in his
stomach. It was disconcerting to see the person you grew up with take
another man’s life so easily.

Sound seemed to phase out of the world, Raylan only heard his own heavy
breathing. His legs felt wobbly and weak; but, with each step, he felt them
regain their strength as he ran straight for the nearest enemy soldier.

Apparently, the soldiers stocked dry wood in the cave, since they managed
to build three campfires in the shelter of the boulders. A shadow on his left
made Raylan glance up to see Xi’Lao choosing a path over the rocks. Her
face had nothing left of the normal gentleness, it showed angry determination
as she took one leap after another, moving swiftly across the boulders. She
moved as surefooted as one of the mountain cats Raylan had once seen on



his travels, jumping across gaps with ease. Suddenly, she disappeared out of
sight on the far side of the rock that Raylan was running past; she found her
first mark.

He approached the campfire where the soldiers rested. Raylan tightened
his grip on his sword and burst from the darkness as he jumped into the
circle of light cast by the fire. By chance, an enemy soldier walked into the
circle of sleeping men from the other side. Looking at Raylan emerging from
the darkness, sword in hand, a confused look of surprise crossed his face.
His hand moved to his sword, sensing something did not seem quite right;
but, before he could raise alarm, or fully pull out his sword, Raylan brought
up his sword and lunged at him. Striking on the left side of the soldier’s
unprotected neck, Raylan felt the sudden resistance of the soldier’s flesh as
he saw his sword create a large gash down to the collarbone. Pulling his
sword back, blood gushed out of the wound. The surprised look on the
soldier’s face changed to a grimace of pain. Grasping his neck, he stumbled
forward and crashed directly in the campfire. The force of the body made
the fire explode into a cloud of ash and sparks, suddenly plunging the
surroundings into darkness.

At the same time, Ca’lek entered the circle—to his right—while cleaving
his sword through the neck of a soldier who slept with his back against a
small stone. From multiple sides, Raylan saw his squad mates enter the
enemy camp. Across from him, Galen swung his two-handed war hammer
and hit a soldier straight in the chest. Raylan felt the shockwave, and the
dull thump, as the force of the impact shattered multiple ribs. The soldier
went down with a grunted scream, which halted suddenly as Galen moved
his war hammer over his head in one fluent motion and crushed the skull of
the floored soldier.

Enemies all around woke up quickly, from the sound of fighting, their
weapons ready in hand while they scrambled to their feet. Raylan shifted his
feet and struck down the nearest soldier, who had just gotten up and tried to
hit him in his left flank. Turning around on his right foot, he heard a whistle
as he felt two gushes of wind behind his head. Following the direction of the
sound with his eyes, he saw two soldiers taken down by the salvo of
crossbow bolts.

All the noise now brought the full encampment to high alert. The soldiers
who had taken shelter in the cave, poured out, swords at the ready. At the far
end of the cave, the soldiers’ horses, tied to some low branches, snorted



heavily at the smell of blood. With their eyes stretched open so wide the
campfires reflected in them, they reared up and pulled at their reins in fear.
The branch was no match, as a number of horses broke loose and suddenly
charged straight through the camp, trying to get away from the danger. Two
enemy soldiers who could not move out of the way in time were violently
trampled by fleeing horses.

Unfortunately, they were not the only ones. Regis noticed the incoming
stampede too late. Raylan saw the young man tumble as the horses knocked
him down and ran over him as well. His body slid to a halt, face down in
the mud, and remained motionless. Raylan saw both Stephen and Harwin
make their way to the young lad at once, fighting any enemies they came
across on the way, trying to find out if Regis was still breathing.

Startled by a loud furious scream, Raylan became aware of an enemy
soldier, charging at him from the left, just in time. Diving under the swing of
the enemy sword, Raylan rolled past the soldier. Rising back up, he brought
his sword around and cut the back of the soldier’s knee. Screaming an
unknown curse, the soldier sagged to one knee as the support of his leg
dropped away. Raylan swiftly stabbed the point of his sword in the back of
his neck, quickly looking around, trying to determine if any other danger was
coming his way.

He saw Xi’Lao swirl around a soldier’s stab and, using her knives,
quickly cut the armpit of the soldier’s outstretched arm, severing an artery.
Her other hand, armed with a second knife, came around over his shoulder
and cut his neck through the opening between his breastplate and helmet. It
was a clean kill; but, as the soldier’s body dropped to the floor, Raylan saw
a big soldier emerge from the shadows behind Xi’Lao, battle axe already in
a full horizontal swing.

“Xi’Lao, watch out!” he screamed, seeing certain doom approach.
But the scream had been unnecessary. Xi’Lao noticed the attack and, with

ease, dodged it by dropping flat to the ground. As the battle axe passed over
her, she pushed off with her legs, rolling forward. Her left hand reached for
the smaller knife on her belt. Rising to her feet, she swirled around as the
soldier raised his axe above his head, intent on splitting her skull open, only
to find she was faster. Her knife left her skillful hand with lightning speed,
boring itself deep into the throat of the axe wielder. Raylan watched the
soldier keel over backward, while Xi’Lao sped off to help Galen who was
surrounded by three soldiers with spears.



Another volley of crossbow bolts flew into the entrance of the cave, taking
down two unlucky soldiers entering the chaos from the dry shelter. The
ground, already muddy from the rain, showed dark red blood mixing with
the brown dirt. It was hard to maintain a good footing on such a treacherous,
slippery surface.

Raylan moved to Ca’lek’s flank, taking on a second attacker that
approached him from the side. It gave Ca’lek the freedom to focus on the
attacker in front of him. Raylan parried a stab to his leg, swiftly moving his
front leg backward.

Observing his opponent’s movement, Raylan noticed that the black armor
was more decorated in comparison to the other soldiers he had fought till
now. The black was artfully decorated with golden prints on the shoulders,
while the armor looked of higher quality and was better taken care of. An
emblem of two small, golden, diamond symbols was displayed on his chest.
This soldier was also more skilled in the sword than the others Raylan had
faced. A horizontal slash made Raylan shift further backward to dodge the
attack. It seemed he was facing one of the most experienced of the group,
perhaps even a squad leader or a commander.

Another slash came from above, followed by a stream of powerful blows
from the sides. The wet ground made blocking each enemy slash difficult.
With each block, his foot wanted to slip away from the force of the impact.
Another forward stab tried to get in the opening of his leather armor. Raylan
barely parried it off to the side. His opponent recuperated skillfully, moving
his balance slightly forward to come back quickly with another forward
stab. Raylan used this moment to sidestep the forward movement of the
soldier, grabbing the soldier’s wrist with his left hand. He pulled the weight
of the soldier forward, while bringing his sword forward, past his own
center. Bringing up the back of his sword, he gave the enemy soldier a
powerful blow to the face. The soldier’s nose cracked so loudly that it gave
Raylan chills down his spine.

Dazed by the blow, the soldier grabbed his broken nose with his hand as a
steady stream of blood dripped off his chin. Intending to give the final blow,
Raylan turned his sword around, just as he saw Ca’lek’s foot slip in the
darkened mud, giving an opening to the other opponent. The sword slash hit
Ca’lek on the side of his arm, cutting through the leather armor into his
tricep. The scout’s sword slipped from his grip and ended up between the
grass and the rocks. As luck would have it, Ca’lek’s movement to the ground



mostly took him out of harm’s way; his entire arm could have been lost, but
the danger was still present. Raylan jumped forward, toward the soldier
who was intent on finishing Ca’lek off, and struck him down quickly.

“You okay?” Rylan panted, while squatting next to Ca’lek.
“Yeah, it didn’t cut deep,” grunted Ca’lek briskly, while trying to get his

footing back. It looked like his pride was more wounded than his arm.
Suddenly, Gavin’s voice thundered from behind.
“Raylan, watch out!”
As he turned around, Raylan saw the soldier with the bloody nose rise to

his feet, ready to get his revenge. His sword was already in full motion,
slashing downward. Time slowed down in Raylan’s mind as his head
worked out a defense against the incoming attack.

There’s no way I am going to make this.
His mind fought the sudden feelings of panic and mortal fear. Trying his

best, he kicked out his feet, attempting to roll to the side, away from this
steel messenger of death. To Raylan’s horror, the ground provided too little
friction, and his foot slipped away in the same mud that had brought down
Ca’lek. While his reflexes told him to look away from the incoming sword,
he found himself mesmerized and unable to take his eyes off the heavy blade
speeding toward him. As the blade drew closer, it seemed as though time
actually did stop.

 
 
“Come on, dad’s gone!” said Gavin, while he beckoned to Raylan.
Raylan looked at his older brother. He didn’t really feel like practicing

sword fighting today. He felt hot and filthy from moving bags of coals into
storage all day.

“Maybe another time, it’s too hot.”
“Oh come on, just wait until you see what is waiting in the workshop. Dad

finished it! Or, perhaps…you’re afraid you’ll lose again.” Gavin baited him.
Their father had been working on an impressive sword for weeks. Laid

out with rubies and emeralds, it was meant to be used in a special ceremony
later in the summer. Their father was well regarded for his work, but he
rarely received a request from a nobleman for anything as special as this.
This was a great opportunity for him to get his work out there.

Raylan’s curiosity, and the fact his brother would keep taunting him until
he caved, made him reluctantly follow his brother. Both boys ran over to the



workshop and poked their heads around the opening of the door. Nobody
around…

Gavin was the first to the worktable; he opened the wooden chest where
the sword had been placed. The gem-covered sword sparkled in the flames
of the fire roaring in the hearth.

“Beautiful,” said Raylan, “Dad really outdid himself this time. How does
it feel?”

Gavin took a step back and took a couple of practice slashes.
“It feels very well balanced. The metal is really singing.”
“Yeah, Dad must have folded and hammered that blade a thousand times.

Do the gems put you off when slashing? Let me have a try,” Raylan asked.
“No way, I have it.”
“Come on, don’t be such a jerk. I just want to check it out up close, too.”
“Forget it. If you want it, you’ll have to come and take it.”
Gavin spun around on his feet taking a defensive stance while shifting

away from his little brother. His eyes dared Raylan to take action.
Raylan moved in and reached out with his hand. He barely pulled it back

in time when Gavin slashed the sword through the air.
“Hey! Watch it!” said Raylan, angrily.
“You’ll have to do better than that, little brother.”
Looking around, Raylan took a plain blade from the sword rack and

launched a stab at his brother. They had been practicing with real swords
for quite some time now. They knew the reach and amount of thrust they
could use to make the attack feel real but not pose any real danger of injury.

Gavin easily parried the attack with the gemmed sword. The metal clash
rang through the shop.

“Nice try, but you’re too slow.”
Raylan tried a couple more slashes.
“Nope, still not there, little brother. You’ll never beat me,” taunted Gavin.

“Not fast enough, not strong enough. You’ll never touch a sword as fine as
this.”

Raylan did not know if his brother was pushing his buttons more than
usual, or perhaps it was the heat, but something in him snapped. Instead of
focusing on his sword, he stepped in, sliding his sword along their father’s
masterpiece. Pushing it out of the way, he brought up the back of his sword
and slammed it into Gavin’s face. A big gash opened on his nose and blood
rushed out.



“Oof! What the hell, Raylan! We never practiced that!” he yelled, losing
his temper in turn.

Gavin pushed him back with furious slashes. Shocked that he had finally
broken his brother’s defense and landed a blow on him, Raylan could do
nothing else but step backward, parrying off hit after hit. When his back hit
the wall, Gavin came at him with a powerful downward slash. Raylan held
up his sword, trying to defend against the slash; but the power of the blow
slammed away his sword, cutting his right eyebrow. Now both boys had
blood gushing down their faces.

“It will take more than that to beat me. I’m still the best, but don’t worry…
I’ll be sure to protect my little brother in real life,” he said, with a smug
smile.

Raylan never liked it when his brother made him feel like he could not do
anything right. He was about to say something, when the sound of the
workshop door slamming closed startled both of them. The world around
them came rushing back in.

“What on God’s earth is going on?” boomed their father, “Why are you
holding swords? GAVIN! Is that the sword I just finished?”

Their dad grabbed Gavin’s arm and yanked the sword from his hands.
Both boys looked at their father with large, shocked eyes as he shouted
every curse word of the known kingdoms.

“Now be gone! You’re not allowed in the workshop anymore without me
present! Go on, skit! Get those cuts cleaned and start cleaning out the forge
furnace, right away!”

“But that will take us the entire night!” protested Raylan.
“Precisely. Perhaps that will teach you not to take my hard work and

damage it!” roared their father.
They got out of there as quickly as possible, hearing their father cursing as

the door closed.
“Guess you can’t protect me from everything,” said Raylan, looking at his

brother.
It felt like a small victory, in the end.
 
 
The image of Gavin, bringing down the gemmed sword onto him, faded

away. It took Raylan a moment to realize that Gavin was still there,
towering besides him. But instead of the gemmed sword coming at him, his



brother’s sword blocked the incoming attack of the enemy soldier. It
hovered no more than two inches from Raylan’s face.

Both swords trembled from the power struggle Gavin was having with
their enemy. With a loud scream, Gavin used both hands to force his sword
upward, throwing the broken nose attacker backward and onto his back.
Landing on the ground, the soldier hit his head on a large rock sticking out of
the ground. The force of the impact could have been fatal, if the soldier was
not wearing his helmet.

Disoriented by the second blow to his head, the enemy soldier scrambled
backward—away from Gavin, Raylan and Ca’lek—struggling to get his
bearings. The immediate danger averted, Gavin looked over his shoulder
with a big grin.

“Seems like I can still protect my little brother when needed. You alright?”
Raylan blinked for the first time in what seemed like ages.
“Thanks,” he stammered. “That was a close one.”
He got up and looked around.
“Do you intend to let him get away? We need to go after him.”
The soldier seemed to disappear behind a larger rock formation, out of

sight.
“No, but not many soldiers are still breathing. And, I would like to get

some information from this one, if we can take him alive,” Gavin explained.
“Ca’lek, go check on the others and see if any enemies still remain. Raylan

and I will pursue our bloody nose friend and see if we can secure him for
questioning.”

They saw Ca’lek jog off in the direction of the last sounds of metal
clashing and vanish from the soft light of a smoldering campfire, which
seemed to be finally losing its fight against the rain.

Raylan followed his brother on the path that the soldier scurried toward.
The path from the campsite rounded a corner and the wagons of the small
enemy convoy came into view. Slowly edging forward, both brothers
looked around, trying to determine where the enemy hid himself.

Getting closer to the wagons, Raylan heard a soft mumbling. Signaling his
brother toward the closest wagon, they both moved to the back of it. The
mumbling grew stronger, but it was hard to determine where it came from. It
was not a language Raylan recognized; a strange, deep tone was heard under
the words. Signaling three fingers to Raylan, Gavin counted backward
before grabbing the side of the cloth and pulling it strongly to the side, while



Raylan braced himself for a possible attack. The wagon was empty, except
for a pile of dried wood. Not much was left of it, but it seemed like the
soldiers brought firewood to keep them warm in the harsh environment of
the White North. Raylan could not imagine how many of these wagons with
wood would be needed to keep a large attack force from freezing in those
mountains.

Movement on the rock above them revealed Kevhin, taking up a position
on the high ground, ready to assist in case of danger. They snuck toward the
next wagon, as the mumbling grew more intense and a deep zooming sound
resonated in the surroundings. As Gavin pulled the cloth of the wagon to the
side, Raylan stood ready to spring into action; but what they found inside of
the wagon was not what they expected.

Once his sight adjusted to the lower light level in the wagon’s interior,
Raylan saw two giant feet pointing toward him, so dark in color they could
not be from a real man. In fact, it looked like a black stone statue.

Why would they be transporting such a thing? Raylan wondered, for a
moment. Is this the object Xi’Lao is looking for? Then what happened to
the chest?

The mumbling increased and he made out the soldier with the broken nose
in the far corner of the wagon. Sitting on his knees, clutching a small scroll
of parchment, the soldier slowly rocked back and forth, as if in prayer. The
deep zooming sound grew louder and Raylan heard the rattling of the wagon
as it vibrated with the sound.

“Come out of there!” said Raylan.
Gavin shifted beside him, checking on what was happening in the wagon,

sword at the ready for any surprises.
The soldier did not react to the command. His mumbling became louder,

as he seemed to repeat a phrase in a language Raylan had never heard
before. The soldier’s voice seemed to build with the intensity of the
resonating deep tone. The vibration became so penetrating, it felt like their
heads were splitting. They moved their hands to their ears, trying to block
the sound.

In the back, the remaining members of the squad came running up,
wondering what was happening. While continuing the phrase, the soldier
took the scroll and made a deep cut in his hand with his dagger. As his
bloody hand grabbed the scroll, a faint blue light immediately emanated
from the scroll. The glow rapidly increased into a bright flare almost too



bright to look at. The others saw the blue light, shining through holes of the
cloth around the wagon, while the sound seemed to echo all around the
rocks.

As both brothers felt their ears painfully object, the sound affected their
equilibrium, making it hard for them to stay on their feet. Gavin turned his
head away from the bright light, but Raylan squinted his eyes, trying to keep
the enemy soldier in his sight.

The bottom of the scroll had two long, pointed blades at each end, as if the
scroll could be rolled out and stuck in the ground, forming a small banner.
The blades of each point were actually two crossed blades, which left the
imprint of an X, if stuck in the earth and pulled back out again. But it soon
became clear to Raylan that those sharp tips were not meant to be stuck in
the ground at all. The soldier raised the bloody scroll high above what
seemed to be the chest of the large, dark statue. Suddenly, jerking his head
sideways, he looked Raylan straight in his eyes. His voice thick with a
foreign accent Raylan had never heard before, the soldier roared at the top
of his lungs, “Long live the Stone King! You won’t stop the mountain from
crushing you! You will be buried under it in darkness!”

With one mighty thrust, the soldier plunged the pointed scroll directly into
the statue’s chest. A high-pitched screech blasted out of the soldier, as his
head jerked backward into his neck, and his face stared up to the heavens.

The blue light from the scroll engulfed the soldier’s entire body; it looked
liquid—almost alive—swirling around the skin and armor, sometimes
sparking like small lightning. Raylan saw blue flames burn the soldier’s
eyes out of their sockets, while a glow was seen through the stretched
cheeks as light rose from his mouth. The blue aura seemed to flow out of the
soldier—toward the scroll—at an increasing speed, feeding the bright blue
flare more and more.

All of a sudden, all of the deafening noise imploded, as Raylan felt the air
being sucked into the wagon. The last of the blue light rushed from the
soldier, directly through the scroll, into the statue. At the moment the blue
light disappeared, a sudden shockwave erupted from the statue’s chest,
blowing both brothers off their feet. The other members of the team, not
being as near to the source of the blast, only had a moment to brace
themselves. Most withstood the sudden wall of wind, but turned away their
heads away to prevent all the sand and dirt from flying into their eyes.
Kevhin was the one most taken by surprise; he found himself tumbling



backward off the rock he had taken up position on. Rohan quickly
disappeared behind the rock, checking if his friend was alright.

The silence was as deafening as the chanting had been. As he scrambled to
his feet, Raylan shook his head, trying to get rid of a painful buzzing in his
head. He looked into the wagon at the soldier, now slumped forward over
the large statue. His face looked like it had been dried in the sun for many
years. The eye sockets were two gaping black holes with burn marks on the
edges, and his mouth stretched open further than any normal human could do
himself. It was enough to make Raylan turn his head away, when a
movement caught his eye.

The wagon creaked loudly, struggling under a sudden shift in weight.
Hardly believing his eyes, Raylan saw the giant statue tremble and rise—
first its head and then its torso—upward. Two glowing blue eyes stared,
with an icy emptiness, out of the darkness of the wagon directly at him, as if
measuring him up. Slowly, the statue looked at the mummified soldier and
effortlessly swatted the corpse through the wooden floorboards of the
wagon. With a loud crash, the wagon instantly broke in two, slamming the
moving statue onto the ground. As it got up, they heard the sound of rocks
crushing.

“Get back!” Raylan yelled to Gavin, who was still getting his focus back
from the sudden blast.

Raylan grabbed his brother’s arm and dragged him backward as the statue
broke free from the wreckage of the wagon. It straightened itself out, and for
the first time, Raylan saw the full length of the stone man. The feet already
looked huge, but now he saw that this thing—this non-living, moving thing—
was gigantic. It was at least three heads taller than Galen, who was the
largest in the group. As the stone giant moved, small chunks of rock broke
off its knees, elbows and other joints; its once very square body turned more
human-like with every crumble. The stone giant looked at its hands, which
consisted of a single, solid piece of rock, as if someone had glued the
fingers together. As the giant strained its stone hand, cracks formed.
Stretching wide, the stone slab broke into a fully functioning hand with five
fingers. As it flexed its newly made fingers, the statue looked around. Gavin
and Raylan moved backward till they reached Galen, Xi’Lao and Stephen.
Peadar rushed up with two swords he retrieved. Gavin and Raylan had
dropped theirs when they were knocked off their feet. To the side, Raylan
saw Harwin and Ca’lek take up flanking positions.



Seemingly satisfied with its hands, the stone giant slowly looked down at
them. Stepping one foot toward them, it stretched its neck forward; its arms
trembled in front of it, as a low sound resonated again. Its face had no
distinct features: no eyebrows, no nose and hollow eye sockets—with icy
blue light deep inside. The sound of splitting rock was barely noticeable as
a thin crack slowly formed in the place where a normal human would have a
mouth. Its body trembled with effort as the crack grew wider and finally
formed a mouth. Spreading its newly formed mouth wide, it released a deep
roar that Raylan felt in his bones.

“It doesn’t look very happy,” Raylan whispered, as he felt all those around
him tense.

Each one of them looked stunned by the scene before them, as they waited
for its next move. Out of the blue, the stone warrior picked up one of the
wagon’s large wheels and flung it toward them. The movement seemed
effortless, but the overbuilt wagon-wheel flew at them with incredible
speed.

Diving out of the way, everyone scattered. The wheel shattered against the
rock behind them.

“Holy mother, it takes three of us to even put that on a wagon. How strong
is this thing?” called out Peadar.

The giant pushed off at an unexpected speed. It quickly closed the gap
between itself and Stephen, who had ended up closest to the stone horror.
With three big strides, the thing was on top of him, bringing a fist down
toward where Stephen lay. Rolling to the side, the large fist barely missed
him. The impact of the stone knuckles shook the ground, which Raylan felt
tremble beneath his legs.

“Rohan, Kevhin! Try to take it out,” Gavin shouted, as loudly as possible.
Both archers had been behind the rock when the stone giant emerged. They

had moved on top of the boulders as soon as they heard the roar of the stone
opponent. Rohan found Kevhin on the ground with some darkening bruises,
but no serious injuries. Confused about what was going on, Gavin’s
command pushed them into action.

“Where the hell’s my crossbow?” Kevhin shouted, while he looked around
wildly.

“I don’t know! It must have been flung to the side by the blast!” said
Rohan, while pointing to the side and trying to prepare his own crossbow at
the same time.



Moving across boulders, Kevhin found his crossbow a small ways from
them. It was lodged in a crack between two rocks. He quickly yanked it out
and checked it for damage. Seeing nothing out of the ordinary, he quickly
loaded a bolt. Both men had their crossbows ready at the same time the
stone warrior raised his fist for a second attack on Stephen. The strings
released and sent the bolts flying toward their target. The first bolt
ricocheted off the stone torso as the second bolt hit the giant squarely in the
eye. The giant froze in the middle of its movement, slowly turning its head
toward both archers. Without any indication of pain, the giant pulled out the
cross bolt and pulverized it in its hand.

Stephen, deciding not to stick around, made use of the distraction by
crawling away as fast as he could. He managed a small distance, only to be
grabbed by the leg, as the stone giant picked him up and threw him directly
at the two archers. While Stephen protected his head, he knocked both of
them down. All three men came crashing down from the boulders, and
Raylan heard Kevhin curse as the archer, once again, found himself smacked
onto the unwelcoming ground.

Raylan and Xi’Lao moved in, trying to determine a weak point on their
gigantic enemy. Dodging below its arms, Raylan slashed at its side, but it
was literally like hitting rock. Xi’Lao put her knives in its knee cavity,
where they got stuck. The giant turned around, as both Raylan and Xi’Lao
rolled away. Xi’Lao threw a salvo of knives at the giant, without effect. As
it moved its leg, Xi’Lao’s knives bent effortlessly, after which they dropped
to the ground completely ruined.

“Stay out of its reach. It’s dangerously quick, and it does not seem to feel
anything!” Gavin yelled to them both. “Peadar! Go find me some heavy
spears…perhaps those will do some damage!”

While Peadar ran off, Ca’lek and Harwin moved in and slashed at the
giant’s legs. Ca’lek jumped back and forth seeing if his sword could do any
damage without being caught by the giant’s flailing arms. Harwin moved to
its back, but the giant suddenly twisted around and gave a full swinging kick
toward him.

Being a soldier of experience, Harwin often preferred the defense of a
shield together with sword. Since he did not have the speed of the younger
men anymore, it was a vital part of his survival on the battlefield. Turning
into the approaching kick, Harwin brought up his shield, knowing he would
not be able to move out of the leg’s reach quickly enough. He braced for



impact, with both arms behind the metal shield, holding his sword to the
side. It was like being hit by a rock slide. The giant’s leg did not even slow
down as it kicked Harwin off his feet. The shield wrapped around the leg
upon impact. Raylan heard the air being pushed out of the shield warrior.
Harwin felt himself flying across the ground and crashing into the wreckage
of the destroyed wagon.

Peadar came running with two spears he found and passed them to Gavin.
Gavin tossed one to Galen, who lined it up and threw it with all his might
toward the stone giant. It hit the giant in the back of its upper arm, in the
crack where the arm attached to the shoulder. As it reached for the spear,
Gavin charged in with his own spear, thrusting full force into the spot where
the scroll had pierced the statue. The spear did little damage, but it did get
stuck in the small crack that the scroll had left. As the giant turned toward
Gavin, Raylan’s brother pushed the spear sideways in an effort to widen the
crack in its chest.

It was a mistake to linger so close to the stone man. Raylan saw the stone
warrior bring its arm around and hit Gavin with an outward swing. Gavin
flew through the air and smashed, back first, into a boulder. His head hit the
rock and he slumped forward onto the ground.

“Gavin!” Raylan screamed, running toward his brother; but the stone
abomination cut off his path, and punched his solid fists straight at his chest.

Raylan slid to a halt and used quick footwork to dodge the attack as he
was driven backward by the stone giant. All of a sudden, a rock hit the back
of the giant’s head, making it turn around to see Peadar on top of a boulder.
Vulnerable on top of his perch, Peadar was unsure of what to do next, now
that he averted the giant’s attention from Raylan. The boy was like a startled
deer looking at a hunter.

Out of nowhere, Richard appeared, making a cut at the giant’s stone knee.
His sword sparked from the impact of the attack, but still there was no
visible damage. Focusing its attacks in front of itself again, the stone giant
moved in on Richard and Raylan.

Dodging and retreating, they moved around the wreckage of the smashed
wagon. Raylan glanced toward the wreckage to see if he could spot Harwin.
He saw a couple of legs sticking out from the pile of wood and canvas, but
he had no time to see if Harwin was breathing or not. As he moved his eyes
away from the wreckage, jumping out of the way of an incoming punch, his
eye caught a small glimmer. It looked like a black snake, moving under the



broken wooden planks. As the giant focused on Richard, Raylan checked
again and saw what it actually was. He rolled forward and moved in on the
pile of wood and metal. Ignoring Harwin, for now, he put both hands on the
big iron chain and gave it a strong pull. The chain slid out from under the
wreckage, but it got caught on some of the wood.

“Richard, distract it as long as possible. I have an idea,” shouted Raylan.
“Distract it? I am trying not to get killed here!”
Raylan noticed Richard sounded out of breath, but it could not be that bad

if he had the energy to make a joke about it…still, he figured he had better
hurry. Kicking at the wreckage to break some of the planks, Raylan worked
as fast as possible to free the chain. He grunted as he gave another mighty
pull on the chain with both hands; it finally sprang free.

The unexpected drop in resistance, as the chain gave way, made Raylan
stumble and fall backward. Jumping up, he ran around the stone giant in a
large arc, toward Richard, who had just run out of space to dodge its
attacks. Heaving one end of the long and heavy iron chain, he called out to
Richard, “Catch!”

Even before his hands caught the chain, Richard figured out what Raylan
had in mind. As they both ran to opposite sides of the stone giant, Richard
went low, while Raylan jumped over the chain. They twisted the chain
around the massive stone legs, crossing back to the front.

Trying to move toward its enemies, the stone giant found its legs tangled
up by the chain. Losing its balance, it crashed heavily into the mud. Right
away, both men moved from front to back again, twisting the chains around
its stone arms in an effort to get the giant even more tangled up; but its
strength was too great.

Raylan looked over his shoulder and spotted Galen. The heavy hitter also
figured out that they needed a heavier weapon than their normal swords for
this rampaging menace. Raylan saw the war hammer in his hands.

“Galen, hurry up, we can’t hold him for long!”
As the giant rolled onto its back, twisting the chains around its torso even

more, it simply sat up. The combined strength of Raylan and Richard had no
effect on its movement. They felt the chain slip through their hands, and their
feet scratched over the ground.
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